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Abstract:
The proposed novel constrained co clustering method to achieve two goals. First, the combination of both information theoretic coclustering and constrained clustering to improve clustering performance. Thus saving the effort and cost of using manually labeled
constraints.Second ,the development of a two-sided hidden Markov random field (HMRF) model to represent both document and
word constraints, that use an alternating Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm to optimize the model.A novel Fuzzy Clustering
Algorithm that operates on relational input data, data in the form of a square matrix of pairwise similarities between data objects. A
graph representation of the data,operates in an Expectation-Maximization framework in which the graph centrality of an object in the
graph is interpreted. Result of applying the algorithm to sentence clustering tasks demonstrate that the algorithm is capable of
identifying overlapping clusters semantically , and that it is therefore of potential use in a verify of text mining tasks.
Keywords: HMRF-hidden Markov random field, EM -Expectation Maximization,Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm.
1. INTRODUCTION
Data mining, the extraction of the hidden predictive information
from the large database is a powerful new technology with great
potential to help companies focus on the most important
information in their data warehouses. Data mining tools to
predict the trends of the business for the knowledge- driven
decisions. It is mainly used to discover new correlations, patterns
and trends by shifting large amounts of data stored in
repositories. Its techniques are designed to interpret data to
provide additional information to assist in understanding the data

which, in turn, can facilitate handling and estimation.clustering
is a popular technique for automaticallyorganizing or
summarizing a large collection of text; there have been many
approaches to clustering
a. Classification
Classification is a collection consists of dividing the items that
make up the collection in to the categories or classes. The goal
of the predictive classification isto accurately predict the target
class for each record in new data that is not in the historical data.

Figure.1. Architecture diagram for Semi-supervised Clustering and Un-supervised Constrained
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b.Regression
Regression is similar to the classification models. The major
difference between them is regression is that the numerical or the
continuous target attributes and for classification is that the
discrete or categorical target attributes. If the target attribute
contains continuous values or integers which is of inherent order,
a regression technique can be used. If the target attribute
contains categorical value, that is string or integer values where
order has no significance. Continuous target can be turned in to a
discrete target by binning, in which the regression problem is
being solved using the classification algorithm.

e.Semi-Supervised Clustering
Semi-supervised clustering with labeled seeking points and
semi-supervised clustering with labeled constraints. Constraints
–based clustering methods often use pair wise constraints.In co
clustering ,for text data, co clustering can not only show the
relationship between document and word cluster, but also
leverage the knowledge transferred between the two sides. There
are some initial efforts on extending the existing co clustering
methods to semi-supervised co clustering and constrained co
clustering. Most of the these methods are based on matrix
factorizations that optimize a sum squared residues-based
objective function.

c.Clustering
Clustering aims to partition a set of records into several groups
such that similar records are in the same group according to
some similarity function, identifying similar sub populations in
the data.
II. METHODOLOGIES
d.Co clustering
Most co clustering algorithms deal with dyadic data, for example
the document and word co-occurrence frequencies.The dyadic
data can be modeled as a bipartite graph, and then spectral graph
theory is adopted to solve the partition problem.The cooccurrence can also be encoded in co-occurrence matrices and
the matrix, factorizations are utilized to solve the clustering
problem.The document and word co-occurrence can also be
formulated as a two-sided generative model using a Bayesian
interpretation.

Figure.3. Frequency Check
f.Unsupervised Constrained Clustering
Some research has been conducted to handle constraints
automatically derived based on either human provided meta data
or existing knowledge sources .Demonstrated that the ACM
keyword taxonomy can help cluster scientific papers using a
non-negative matrix factorization approach. it constructs the
word constraints based on the word categories learned from the
auxiliary corpus. It is added with the must-link for document
when two documents have many overlapped NEs. While for
word constraints we add must-links if the two words are close to
each other semantically, which is measured by a Word Netbased semantic similarity.

Figure.2. Summary is Choosen for Clustering

Figure.4. Choosing Required Percentage of Summary

Figure.3. Diplaying The Highlighted Document

g.Fuzzy Relational Clustering
The proposed algorithm uses the Page Rank score of an object
within a cluster as a measure of its centrality to the cluster. The
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Page Rank values are then treated as likelihoods, Since there is
no parameters that need to be determined are the cluster
membership values and mixing coefficients.

documents. The algorithm consistently outperformed all the
tested constrained clustering and coclustering methods under
different conditions. The investigation of unsupervised
constraints is still preliminary. Further investigate whether
better text feature that can be automatically derived by using
natural language processing or information extraction tools.Also
interested in appling CITCC to other text analysis application
such as visual text summarizations.
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